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Abstract—
Shift register is the key element to translate the parallel data to serial form or vice versa in digital circuits. It is commonly used in
many applications, such as digital filters communication receivers, and image processing ASIC’s. It can also a function as delay circuits and
digital pulse extenders. In the existing system, the conventional N-bit unidirectional shift-register was proposed and it consists of N number of
master-slave flip-flop with multiple 2-to-1 multiplexers. Also, the conventional clock signal methodology was promoted to transfer data from
one stage to next stage. It occupies more silicon area and increases the power consumption of the shift register. To eradicate the above said
difficulties a novel 256-bit bidirectional shift-register using BD-PLs is proposed. It simplifies the BD-PL structure by removing the
contemporary signals (Qb, DR_b, and, DL_b) and also reduce the number of full swing clock signals applied to each stage. The modified
method will reduce area and power consumption of the bidirectional shift register. The proposed method will be implemented using the
XILINX Software technology.
Index Terms— Area-efficient, bidirectional shift-register, flip-flop, pulsed clock, pulsed-latch.

I. INTRODUCTION
Bidirectional move registers are generally utilized in numerous
applications, for example, advanced DC-DC buck converters [1],
computerized low-dropout (LDO) controllers [2], decompressors [3],
and advanced deferral bolted circles (DLL) [4]. Figure.1
demonstrates a customary N-bit bidirectional move register
comprising of N ace slave flip-lemon and N 2-to-1 multiplexers. At
the point when the bearing sign is '1', the bidirectional move register
moves the information (Q<1:N>) right. Despite what might be
expected, when the course signal is 0,it shifts the data left.
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register utilizing beat hooks can't share a beat clock signal, since all
beat locks are empowered during clock beat width and this causes a
race condition [5]. Hence, the bidirectional move register utilizing
beat locks can't move the information right or left. Nonetheless, the
move register utilizing beat hooks in [5] tackled this issue by utilizing
sub move registers and extra transitory capacity locks. Be that as it
may, despite everything it can't move the information left because of
the invert request beat clock signals, regardless of whether the 2-to-1
multiplexers are included, for example, the ordinary bidirectional
move register in Figure. 1. It additionally requires a long hold time to
keep up the info signal.

D Q
1

Figure.1 Conventional N-bit Bidirectional shift register
Figure .2 (a) Master Slave Flip-flop (b) Pulsed Latch

The regular bidirectional move register uses ace slave flip-flops
comprising of two locks, appeared in Figure. 2(a). Its zone and power
utilization can be decreased by supplanting the ace slave flip-flops
with beat locks comprising of a hook and a beat clock signal,
appeared in Figure. 2(b) [5]. In any case, the bidirectional move
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In this paper, a region productive bidirectional move register
utilizing bidirectional beat locks is proposed. It can move the
information right or left by utilizing proposed bidirectional beat
hooks. It diminishes the territory and power utilization by supplanting
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expert slave flip-lemon and 2-to-1 multiplexers with proposed
bidirectional beat locks and non-cover deferred beat clock signals. It
additionally decreases the hold time to a clock beat width. The
remainder of the paper is sorted out as pursues: Section II depicts the
design of the proposed bidirectional move register. Segment III
introduces the estimation aftereffects of the manufactured chip. At
last, ends are attracted Section IV.

Q<4>) and move the 4-piece information right or left. The transitory
BD-PL stores Q<4> or the main BD-PL information (Q<5>) of the
following sub bidirectional move register. Particularly, in the sub
bidirectional move register #64, the transitory BD-PL stores the
information signal (IN) for left-moving. The format of the 4-piece
sub bidirectional move register can be drawn by associating five BDPLs in Figure.4 on one side.

II. ARCHITECTURE

A. Proposed

Bidirectional
Bidirectional Pulsed Latches

Move

Register

Utilizing

Figure3.(a)&(b) demonstrates the schematic and activity
waveforms of the proposed bidirectional beat hook (BD-PL). The Nbit bidirectional move register can be acknowledged by interfacing
the N BD-PLs in arrangement. The differential information
contributions from the left hook (DL and DL_b) are associated with
the differential information yields (Q and Qb) of the left lock. The
differential information contributions from the correct hook (DR and
DR_b) are associated with the differential information yields (Q and
Qb) of the correct lock. At the point when the beat clock signal for
right-moving or left-moving (CLK_pulse_R or CLK_pulse_L) is
high, the hook information is refreshed to one side or right. In this
way, the BD-PL stores the left or right hook information as indicated
by CLK_pulse_R or CLK_pulse_L, individually. Figure.4
demonstrates the design of the bidirectional beat hook (BD-PL)
involving 5.5µm2 with a 65nm CMOS process.
Figure.5 demonstrates the proposed 256-piece bidirectional move
register utilizing BD-PLs. It applies sub move registers and extra
brief hooks to lessen the quantity of the beat clock signals [5]. It
improves the square of the BD-PL overlooking the integral sign (Qb,
DR_b, and, DL_b) to clarify the activity effectively. It comprises of a
bidirectional deferred beat clock generator, 64 4-piece sub
bidirectional move registers, and an additional brief lock. The
additional brief BD-PL is included front of the bidirectional move
register so as to store the information signal (IN) for right-moving.
The 4-piece sub bidirectional move register requires five BD-PLs to
move information right or left by utilizing five beat clock signals for
right-moving (CLK_pulse_R<1:4> and CLK_pulse_R<T>) or five
beat clock signals for left-moving (CLK_pulse_L<1:4> and
CLK_pulse_L<T>), individually. In the 4-piece sub bidirectional
move register #1, four BD-PLs store 4-piece information (Q<1>-
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Figure.3(a) Schematic and (b) Operation waveform of proposed
BD-BL

Figure .4 Layout of the Proposed Bidirectional Pulsed Latch
(BD-BL)
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Figure.5 Proposed 256-Bidirectional Shift Register Using Bidirectional Pulsed Latches

The proposed bidirectional shift-register stores IN to the temporary
latch data T<1> or T<64> at the first pulsed clock signal. It can
minimize the hold time (THOLD) of the input signal (IN). The pulsed
clock signals are generated by the proposed bidirectional delayed
pulsed clock generator in Figure. 7.The delay block is implemented
with a 4-inverter chain. Figure.6 demonstrates the base clock process
duration (TCLK_MIN) of the proposed bidirectional move register.
TCLK_MIN is equivalent to TCP+5×TDELAY, where TCP is the
deferral from the rising edge of the clock signal (CLK) to the rising
edge of the first beat clock signal (CLK_pulse<T>), and TDELAY is
the deferral of two neighboring beat clock signals.

Figure.7 Proposed Bidirectional Delayed Pulsed Clock Generator

B.
Figure.6 Minimum Clock Cycle Time Of the Bidirectional Shift
Register
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Chip Implementation

The proposed bidirectional move register was actualized also,
mimicked with a 65nm CMOS process at VDD=1.2V. The sizes
(W/L) of the NMOS and PMOS transistors in Figure. 3 are chosen
with the exchange off among territory and speed. The sizes of the
NMOS and PMOS transistors in the two inverters are
0.21µm/0.06µm for least territory. The spans of the six NMOS
transistors (M1-M6) are 0.35µm/0.06µm for speed. The least clock
beat width of the BD-PL to refresh the information is 30ps at an
average procedure reenactment (TT) and 24ps-45ps by any means
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procedure corner recreations (FF-SS). The clock beat width
(TPULSE) is intended to 75ps by including the rising and falling
times (15ps and 15ps) and a planning edge (15ps) to the least clock
beat width (30ps). The beat clock delay (TDELAY) is 100ps,
controlled by including the non-cover time of 25ps between two
neighboring heartbeat clock signals. From the start,
CLK_pulse_R<T> refreshes the transitory information T<1> to
Q<4>. At that point, CLK_pulse_R<1:4> update the 4-piece
information Q<1>-Q<4> in the turnaround request.

B. Performance Comparison
Table 1 demonstrates the exhibition examinations of the ace slave
flip-flop with 2-to-1 multiplexer (MSFF) and delay bidirectional beat
lock (BD-PL). The MSFF and BD-PL were executed with a 65nm
CMOS process. The schematics of the ace slave flip-flop with 16
transistors also, the 2-to-1 multiplexer with 6 transistors. It evacuates
the information and yield supports (inverters) in 2-to1 multiplexer to
limit the quantity of the transistors, in light of the fact that the yield
inverter of the ace slave flip-lemon can fill in as the info support. The
clock signals CLK and CLK_b are driven by worldwide clock
supports rather than inward clock cradle to decrease the territory. For
correlation, the spans of both NMOS and PMOS transistors are
0.21µm/0.06µm, which is the base transistor size. The MSFF design
region is 12.2µm2, which was drawn by sharing every single
imaginable source and depletes of its transistors. The BD-PL
decreases the territory by 54.9% contrasted with the MSFF. The
forces were estimated at fCLK=100MHz with VDD=1.2V, when the
information change proportion (α) is 0.5. The BD-PL decreases the
power utilization by 64.9% contrasted with the MSFF.
Table1. Performance comparison of the MSFF and BD-PL

Table2. Performance Comparison of the 256-bit Bidirectional Shift
Register
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Table.2 demonstrates the exhibition examinations of the 256-piece
bidirectional move registers. The post-design reproduction was
performed to incorporate the parasitic parameters. The ordinary
bidirectional move register utilizes 256 ace slave flip-flops and 256
2-to-1 multiplexers. The proposed bidirectional move register
requires 321 bidirectional beat hooks, because of the impermanent
locks appeared in Figure. 4. The clock burden intensity of the
proposed bidirectional move register incorporates the intensity of the
bidirectional postponed beat check generator in Figure. 7. The
proposed bidirectional move register decreases the territory and
power utilization by 39.2% what's more, 19.4% contrasted with the
regular bidirectional move register, individually. For the exhibition
examination, two figure-of-merits (FoM1 and FoM2) are utilized.
The proposed bidirectional move register has the huge
FoM1(=Area×Power /Max. clock recurrence) because of its low max.
clock recurrence. Be that as it may, it has little FoM2(=Area×Power),
in light of the fact that the clock recurrence is fixed at the most
applications.
Table 3 demonstrates the execution correlations of the 256-piece
bidirectional move registers as per the procedure, supply voltage, and
temperature (PVT) varieties.The proposed 256-piece bidirectional
move register was created utilizing a 65nm CMOS process. Table.3
records the execution examinations of the bidirectional move register
chips.
Table3. Performance Comparison of Bidirectional Shift Register
Chips
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS
Figure.6 demonstrates the activity waveforms of the 256-piece
bidirectional move register when right-moving and left-moving. At
the point when right-moving, CLK_pulse_R<T> first updates the
transitory information T0 to the information signal (IN). At the same
time, in the sub bidirectional move register #1, the impermanent
information T<1> is refreshed to Q<4>.

Figure.8 Simulation Results of Bidirectional Shift Register When Clock Generation

And afterward, the lock information Q<4>-Q<2> are
consecutively refreshed to one side lock information Q<3>-Q<1>. At
last, the main hook information Q<1> is refreshed to T<0>, which
holds the information signal (IN). Other sub bidirectional move
registers work similarly as the sub bidirectional move register #1.
Then again, when left-moving, the hooks aside from the brief locks
work in the turnaround request of the right-moving. Along these
lines, the proposed bidirectional move register can move information
to one side or then again to one side. In this paper, a region
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productive bidirectional move register utilizing bidirectional beat
locks is proposed. It can move the information right or left by utilizing
proposed bidirectional beat hooks. As shown in the figure8.is
Simulation Results of Bidirectional Shift Register When Clock
Generation and figure 9 is Simulation Results of Bidirectional Shift
Register When left shifting. Simulation Results of Bidirectional Shift
Register when right shifting is shown in figure 10.
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Figure.9 Simulation Results of Bidirectional Shift Register When Left Shifting

Figure.10 Simulation Results of Bidirectional Shift Register When Right Shifting

IV.CONCLUSION
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In this paper, a territory effective bidirectional move register
utilizing bidirectional beat hooks is proposed. It decreases region also,
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control utilization by supplanting expert slave flip-flops what's more,
2-to-1 multiplexers with the proposed bidirectional beat hooks and
deferred beat clock signals, and by utilizing sub move registers and
additional transitory stockpiling locks. A 256-piece bidirectional
move register was manufactured utilizing a 65nm CMOS process. Its
zone is 1,943µm2. Its capacity utilization is 200µW-100µW when the
information change proportion is 1/2-1/16 at a 100MHz clock
recurrence with VDD=1.2V. It decreases region by 39.2% and
control utilization by 19.4% contrasted with the traditional
bidirectional move register.
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